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INTRODUCTION
Eternity Life Clinics (ELC) is an unprecedented medical project that brings
together the best scientists and advanced technologies from around the world. 

The key objective of ELC is to conduct research to achieve immortality. While
millions of people only dream of immortality, we have set this goal and will make
every effort to make it a global reality. 

One advantage we possess is foundation, we already operate successful
businesses in the medical and legal spheres. 

The basis of Eternity Life Clinics is a program that helps people with diseases of
any complexity to find the highest quality treatment in our clinics around the
world.


ABOUT THE PROJECT
Here are a few highlights of our project
The construction of a network of clinics around the globe combined with
centers to conduct scientific research in the field of life extension and
immortality.
The financing of scientific research outside the walls of our institutions
The creation of a networking medical platform using Blockchain technologies to
support doctors and medical professional
The platform will help people in need of medical care, counselling and highquality innovative treatment of diseases.
The introduction of high-tech medical equipment based on a global database
of scientific and technological knowledge and our specialists' developments.

Project Objectives
Create a global network of medical centers, the Eternity Life Clinics
Conduct research to study a wide range of human diseases
Organize and support medical tourism
Development and production of portable medical equipment
Register our patents in the EU, North America, Australia and the Middle East
Develop and implement the Blockchain medical platform.
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Our Offer
The main goal of the project is to provide healthcare for our patients. The
approach of Eternity Life Clinics (ELC) significantly differs from typical clinics,
because our task is not just to treat ailments. We are committed to tracking and
preventing diseases by introducing the latest analytical technologies that will track
the development of the patient's disease. Technologies of this principle of action
already exist. Now it remains only to wait for the moment when the first clinic of
the Eternity network opens and we will be able to show in practice how it works.

In the next few years, we plan to expand the list of medical services following the
international standards of the corporation, so that our patients have the
opportunity to use the highest level of medical care. We offer our patients the
services of highly qualified specialists in various fields that are well-versed in
modern medical technologies and techniques using the latest diagnostic and
therapeutic equipment complemented by world class levels of service,
professional care and attention.  

Our mission is to protect the health of patients and provide high-quality and
effective treatment. Early detection of the problem and timely treatment is a
guarantee of a successful recovery to health. We want to rebuild the healthcare
system so that diseases are detected at a very early stage. It is the preventive
medicine orientation - the main task of healthcare in European countries, that will
be able to ensure success in the fight against diseases. The advanced equipment
that the clinics will possess will make it possible to accurately diagnose and
identify the risks of oncological, cardiovascular, gastroenterological,
bronchopulmonary, and bone and joint diseases.

 

Additionally the project will focus on research and the introduction of new
technologies to monitor the health of patients.	

Our research centers will specialize in:
studying organisms with the maximum lifespan;
prosthetics and robotics
neuro-technologies
bioengineering
organ transplantation
3D printing of organs
brain research. 
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Maintaining the trust of our patients and partners is key to our continued success.
To protect private information, we will use Blockchain technology. The adoption of
this technology has successfully been proven in many areas involving complex
databases. 

To create such an innovative project as Eternity Life Clinics, we will use modern
technologies to the maximum, including Blockchain. It will help us secure
confidential information about our customers, as the main priority is taking care of
people who will entrust us with the most valuable thing - their health. 

We understand that creating a project of this magnitude takes time. Therefore,
until the moment when you can personally come to our clinics, we have decided to
create not just a prototype, but a whole virtual world in which an e-hospital will
exist. 

This is made possible by playing on the Blockchain in the Play-to-Earn (P2E)
segment. (This is a new term for video games, where gamers can earn
cryptocurrencies and NFT tokens through their gaming activities.)

TEAM
Eternity Life Clinics has gathered together extremely high-level doctors and
researchers in such fields as transplantology, bioengineering, genetics and
gerontology.

The creator and ideological inspiration is Denys Chernyshov, CEO of the law firm
Eternity Law International. A lawyer and a person who can unite the right
specialists, find investors for scientific research, build clinics to a world class level.

We believe that everyone should do their job efficiently and professionally. The
main task for the doctors is to teach the patient to be healthy as we implement
this project.
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Our Team
Denys Chernyshov | Founder & CEO
Andrey Klymenko | Сhief marketing officer (СМО)
Asya Honcharuk | Сhief communications officer (СCО)
Ivan Talaichuk | Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
Nikita Zakharov | Project manager (PM)
Tatyana Tereshenko | Head of Customer Relations Department
Anton Martynets | Chief technology officer (CTO)
Aleksandr Russalov | Senior CGI Artist and Animator
Angelina Chulipa | UI/UX Design
Nikita Beihul | Chief legal officer (CLO)
Salome Mgaloblishvili | Chief research officer (CRO)
We cooperate with the international company Eternity Law International, which
provides comprehensive legal support for ELC. A team of professional partners
with significant experience in legal practice, an impeccable business reputation in
the legal services market, dealing with all legal issues related to the registration of
legal entities in the countries where the company plans its activities, is engaged in
obtaining all licenses necessary for the activity, drafting contracts for cooperation
and contracts with clients of the clinics.  
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ROADMAP
Our path contains a number of stages that will be revealed as the project
develops. Since our goals and technologies are protected by medical patents, they
are disclosed only to persons who have passed project verification and have
become an active participant.

Q1

January/February 2022

1st Quarter
Creation of a technical documen
Launch and registration of social network
Launch of a website elifeclinics.co
Team formation

Q2

March/July 2022

Legal registration
Opening an offic
Launch a website with the project's knowledge bas
Launching a YouTube channe
Marketing and product promotion

Q3

August/September 2022

2nd Quarter of the year
Formation of the medical counci
Search for startups and Researchers (Partnership
Presentation of plans for the construction of a research center and clini
Media coverage
Publication of Development Roadmap V. 1
Creation of an ecosystem (token issuance and coverage of blockchain
networks
The release of the beta version of the game in the sandbox
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CONTACTS
We are building the Eternity Life Clinics project on an innovative basis to discover
a new generation of medicine for you, which will not only cure diseases, but also
ensure immortality for humanity. Please join our community and learn more about
our project.

Elifeclinics homepage: elifeclinics.com
Linkedin: linkedin.com/company/e-life-clinics
Instagram: instagram.com/elifeclinics
Telegram: t.me/elifeclinics
Twitter: twitter.com/elifeclinics
Medium: medium.com/@elifeclinics
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We will be happy to answer your questions and hope for mutually beneficial cooperation
Eternity Life Clinics 2022

